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THE WORLD BIGGEST RACE IS THE HOTTEST RENDEZ VOUS FOR HORSE
RACINGS FANS 
3 AND 4 OCTOBER LONGCHAMP PARIS

Paris, Washington DC, 13.10.2015, 03:05 Time

USPA NEWS - This year Longchamp racecourse received 13,000 visitors last weekend's Qatar ARC TRIOMPHE 2015, for the 94th
edition. The races are amazing to score by ardently champions and well trained horses Jockeys . Won by Britain´s "GOLDEN
HORN“� leads by J. Golden and goes by the jockey L. Dettori.

This year the Longchamp racecourse received 13,000 visitors last weekend's Qatar ARC TRIOMPHE 2015, for the 94th edition. The
races are amazing to score by ardently champions and well trained horses Jockeys are in full form, and some owners are happy for
those who won the grand prize of Qatar, with a reward of 5 million Euros. Won by Britain´s "GOLDEN HORN“� leads by J. Golden
and goes by the jockey L. Dettori. Owner Antony Oppenheimer won the tidy sum of 2.8 €million-
SOME HISTORICAL FACTS OFTHE PRICE “ARC DE TRIOMPHE“� ---------------------------------------------------------------
"Since its creation in 1920 and the victory of Comrade, the Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe, judged on 2,400 meters, elects every first
Sunday of October the best horse in the world over the distance. A win often be worth to it the title of thoroughbred of the year, some of
the decade and even more in the style of his success and his other feats. For winning the Arc, it's make history. Half a century after the
exploits of Ribot (double winner of the event, from 1955 to 1956) and Sea Bird (winner of the 1965 edition), sportsmen continue to
compare the merits of these two champions, often referred to as the best couriers the last century: they had met, the Italian horse
would he beat the powerful French?

The owner Anthony Oppenheimer was delighted with the result, already confirmed in an American price with the winner "GOLDEN
HORN“�. The new champion has managed to dethrone "TREVE", who had won twice in 2014 and 2013.The owner and his coach
Christine Head-Maarek explained that "TREVE" who was the favorite of the meeting, failed to win the triple up Numero 1 in 3
consecutive years and announced she won't run the next year's race and will go to the market.
Every sport has its race-queen. Cycling has its Tour de France, rugby and football have their World Cup. Climax of the racing season,
the Arc de Triomphe Prize annually plays this role on the horse racing cosmos.
This year the slogan of the price of the "ARC DE TRIOMPHE", is "MONUMENTAL", the height of the most famous horses and fillies
championing at the casting, proven otherwise.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The challenge of Qatar Arc de Triomphe Prize exceeds a staggering allowance awarded to the winner of the competition (the winner of
the 2015 edition won 5,000,000 euros to its surroundings). The winner will then be, and often rightly sought as a stallion (or mare, if he
is a female). Considered the best French trainer Andre Fabre has sealed seven winners in the Paris event. Owner-reference of the
twentieth century, Marcel Boussac saw his colours "triumph" 6 times between 1936 and 1949. The most important is to get into the
story or even become a legend.
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